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ABSTRACT. The total orosH sections of elastic; scattering of electrons by hydrogen 
atom at the incident onorgios of 13.6 ov, 54.4 ov, 122.4 ov. 217.6 ev have l)oen calculated in 
the Born-Opponheiinor (B.O.) approximation with the neglect of the cor© interaction term 
and taking into account the distortion of the piano incident wave in tho field of tlio torget 
atom.

I N T H O D X J C T I O N
Tho cross sections of elastic scattering of electrons by atoms are easily cal

culated with tho Bom approximation which, however, is valid only at high incident 
energies; if we include exchange effect in the above, we get the Bora Oppenheimer 
formula which loads generally to poor results at low energies for exchange scattering 
amplitudes. As the derivation of the B.O. formula is not logically perfect, a 
number of modifications of the B.O. approximation have been proposed (Peen- 
berg 1932, Mittleman 1962, Bell and Moiseiwitsch 1963, Ochkur 1964). Ochkur 
suggests that as the first order Born approximation has been derived according 
to the first order perturbation theory, the first order B.O. formula for exchange 
scattering amplitude should not contain terms which are not within the frame 
work of the first order approximation. So he retains only the first term in the 
expansion of the B.O. formula in the powers of =  wave number of the
incident electron). As a result tho effect of the core potential term is neglected. 
Kang and Sucher (1906) have justified this omission by proving that in the ex
change amplitude for electron-atom collision, the core interaction term vanishes 
identically when the core (proton) is infinitely heavy.

Again in the first Born and B.O. formulae the wave function for tho colliding 
electron is approximated by the incident plane wave on the supposition that the 
incident energy is high. At low energies, the distortion of the plane waves should 
be considered. This is generally done by having recourse to higher order approxi
mations. In his investigation of the elastic scattering of electrons by helium 
and hydrogen atoms, Saohl (1968) has given a formulation for taking into account
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the distortion of the s-wavo part of the incident wave. The present paper is an 
extension of Sachl’s work in that hero wo consider the distortion of higher waves. 
However Sachl’s distorted wave is singular a t the origin, while our function is 
free from this singularity. Wo have omitted the core interaction term from the
B.O. formula as suggested by Kang and Sucher (1966). With the neglect of this 
term, the clastic cross section for collision becomes very large compared to the 
theoretical results obtained by the close coupling method of Burke, Schey and 
Smith (1963) and by the first order exchange approximation of Bell and Moiseiwitsch
(1963). The inclusion of the effect of distortion of the incident waves considerably 
improves the result except at =  1 where the validity of the Born or B.O. ap
proximation is questionable and whore distortion and polarization of the atom 
play an important role.

r» I R, K C T A N D  E X C H A N G E  S C A T T E R I N G  A M P L I T U D E S
The wave equation for the scattering of an electron by a H atom (in atomic 

units) is

I  + L - E  ) ^(r„ r,) = 0 ' M 2̂ M2 ' (1)

where \jr{ri, n )  and E  are respectively the wave function and the total energy 
of the system. The boundary conditions on ^(rj, r^) are

Ti)) ~  exp ikorito(r2)+  S /„(/?„ as oo ... (2)

asr , - *oo  ... (3)

Here ^„{r) is the wave function of the »-th state of the H  atom with eigen energy 
ho and hn are the momenta of the incident and scattered electrons.
I t is usual to expand the wave function f(r i ,  r*) in the form

ra) =  (S+/)?^„(ra)/’„(ri) ... (4)

overwhere 2  is the summation over discrete states and /  denotes integration
functions of continuous spectrum. The function F J r )  in (4) satisfies the integral equation

=  1 f t
2ffJ J | r —r il  \ rj, )

'Xf(ri,r2)^^*iri)dh‘jdh‘2 ... (6)
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Then comparing the asymptotic form of v^(ri, r*) in the equation (4) with the 
right hand side of the equation (2) one easily obtains for the direct scattering ampli
tude for elastic scattering

(6)

where k  is the momentum of the scattered eleotrott.
In  an analogous manner, we derive the formula lor exchange amplitude gf,{d, 

for elastic scattering in the form

h \  I ( l - r j<!>) " ■ '12 rj,
Therefore the total elastic scattering cross section for e~H collision is

7T

(7)

(8)o- =  27t /  {1 |/„+!7o I H i  |/o-17o I 8in ddO
0

In the usual Born approximation one substitutes
F^(r) ^  eif̂ o •r ... (9)

and F Jx) =  0, n 7*̂: 0 ... (10 )
This approximation called the zero order approximation is justified when A;q> > 1

The second term on the right hand side of (5) when n =  0 measures the distor
tion of the incident plane wave in the presence of the atom. One gets series 
expansions {orf^idt <p) and <p) by iteration using (6). The convergence of these 
series is very poor a t low energies. Moreover the higher order terms of /o and 
cannot be evaluated without great computational efforts.

We shall, however, take for F^ir) an approximate solution of the following 
equation derived from the equations (1), (4) and (10).

where
(A,H V)J^o(ri) =  2Foo(ri)jP’o(ri)

ôo(»'i) = f ( ) Mrt)fo(Ti)dh'iJ \ ‘̂i2 /

“  * + T , )
D E R I V A T I O N  OF AN A P P R O X I M A T E  

E X P R E S S I O N  F O R  F„{r)
Let US expand F^{r) :

i ’„(r)-Lf-Vi(r)P,(oo8 0)

( H )

(12)
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where Pj(co8 0) is the Legendre polynomial of the order 1. Then fi{rj) satisfies 
the equation

d j,l ? + [  V - 2 F „ W - S ^ > ]  /,(•■ .) -  0

and fi(ry)

the scattering phaseshift th of the Lth order partial wave being assumed to be 
known from the formula (Mott and Massey 1966, p. 464)

^, == -7T ; .. (13)

where is an ordinary Bessel function. The equation (11) is the scattering
wave equation in the static field approximation. Then an approximate solution 
of the equation (11) has the asymptotic form

where f{0) is the corresponding scattering amplitude defined by

m  = ( 2 i k^ y^ S (2i+l)(e2̂ iQ*-~l)P;(cos0) Uo (15)
Using the expansion

eiko.r =  S (21+l)i*ji(V) Pi (cos 6)
and identifying the equation (14) with the asymptotic solution of the equation 
(11) in terms of the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions,y'((l;o^) and ni(kgr), 
one easily proves that

■ ô(>*) S (2(+l)i*+V’ii sin >7/[i/(l!oO+* î(l'o^)] (16)

In order that we may use the expression (16) for the complete wave function Fo{r) 
valid for all r, we remove the singularity at r =  0 by multiplying the Neumann 
function % by the correction factor (1—e~*’’)®*+̂  where a  is a quantity dependent
on I and We however have taken a  =  1. This value of ec should however 
be obtained variationally using

Po(r) =  eiko. r  +  (2(+l)i»+i(j ^  2%+» sin*5y,)

x[yj(V)+»(l-c-*0«+i«,(V)3 (17)



as the trial wave function of the equation (15) with given by the equation (13). 
Since we use the approximate values of the phase diifts iji given by the equation 
(13), we obtain an approximation for F^{r) which takes some account of the distor
tion of the plane waves. We now calculate /„(0, ^) and gjifi, from the integral 
equation (6) and (7) using the above value of F^{i^

C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  S C A T T E R I N G  A M P L I T U D E S  
4.1. Direct scattering amplUvde

Substituting the approximate wave function F^r) given by (17) in (6) we ob
tain

where ^  J e»9*-iFoo(ri)dVi with fe. ... (18)
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/o'*** =  —^  S (1 sin 2^j-f * sin hn)i *+»ZIT 1st
X J c“*k. VJr^)3i(k^^)Pi{ cos &i)dht (19)

and /o<** =  —i  L ( |  sin 2%-f i sin®7i)t’*+®

X J e-»fc.nFo„(ri)(l—e-ri)*'+ini(l:ori)-P<(c<»^i)<l®ri 
Utilizing the identities (Magnus and Oberhettinger 1954, p. 77) :

... (20)

J sin ̂  sin 6, coe 4>i.d(}>i =  r^  sin ^  sin dj) ... (21)
0

J e^K fi C08 ^ cos , JJIJcqT^ sin ^  sin 6 ^P i{co &  6^) sin 6^ dd^  0

= (  | j ; J V p , ( c o 8 i i ) j ,^ j ( V )
and the equation (13), 
we obtain

. . .  (22)

(2) 1 as/ = » —-- S (21-f-l)(B in*i7j— sin 27j)7jPj(oos 6)0 Cq laiO ... (23)

( 8 )In order to obtain the ezpansi<m of /  we use the relations (21) and (22) and
0
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_  1 008(2^+1)^
~  n 0 (a^+ko^cos^^)i ^ ... (24)

E X C H A N G E  S C A T T E R I N G  A M P L I T U D E S
Kang and Suchcr (1966) have shown that in the exchange amplitude for 

ole<‘tron*atom collision, the core potential term vanishes identically when the proton 
is heavy. Accordingly we have omitted this term from the B.O. formula (7).

On substitution of the approximate wave function J'oir) defined in (17) in 
the B.O. formula thus modified, we get

where ~  f f — • n - fc  .
z n i  J rj2

go‘** =  —i -  i*+H2^+l)(i sin sin® /̂)xZ7T (mQ

^ 1 1 ; ^  (’'i)i«(*o»’i) V̂o(*’2) P i i c o a  6»i)dVi dV*•> J 1̂2

?o‘®’ =  —^  Si''*(2? + l) ( l8in 29j+tsin*i/,)

X f f ®~** *’*v5"o*(»’i)(l—e"»‘)*'+^»i(Vi) Wr*) ^*i(co8 0j)dVij ■» rj2
Xd®r* ..

(25)
(26)

(27)

and

(28)
is the contribution to go(6̂ , î) from the unperturbed incident wave function 

eiUa-r and is given in the following closed analytical form (Corinaldesi and Trainor 
1962, Kang 1966) :

9a,'L =  _  i0 o !+ ? * )  8 in -i___?
9*(1+V)*

16

+

where
Using the expansion

16V
(?*+4)* ( H - ^ o W + 4 )
32

(1 + V )V  (l+io*)(S®+4)*
9 =: 21;o sin 612.

.. (29)

JL =  s  2  («— |? » |)!
*12 « - «  { i + T ^ !  ^"('■ x>»'*)^«>*>(co802)P^(«l(oos<?,)cosm(,^,-^,)



where or according as <  rj or r, >  fj,
and integrating over the angular coordinates with the help of the relations (21) 
and (22) we easily show that

gr„<*> =  8 S (sin*!?, —i i  sin 2j?,) P, (cos d) j ,(V i)
I-O  IT
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and =  8 S  ( i  1*0

X [ J Siifi, r^)r^h-^a jj(Vi)<*»‘a] dr^
i

J sin 2rii+i sin* j?,)P, (cos 0). J fj*e“'’i (1—c"’'* )'0

X »j(V l)[

(30)

(31)
To obtain analjrtical expressions for gto*®’ and we substitute the values of j, 
and ni and integrate (30) and (31) over and r .̂

R K S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
The calculations of the integrals involving ji and », in /o‘*’, ffo*** and „̂<®*are 

straightforward but become tedious as the value of I increases. Fortunately 
the contribution to the direct and exchange scattering amplitudes f^{d, <j>) and 
<7o(0, <f>) from these integrals for 1 ^  2 are negligibly small when ^  2. So in 
our work wo have considered the a—, p — and d —wave distortions of the incident 
wave. When the core interaction term is omitted from the B.O. formula, the 
total cross section becomes very large compared to those obtained by Wu (1960) 
with the usual B.O. formula. However when we use the distorted wave function 
fo{r) in the modified B.O. formula, the values of the scattering cross sections drop 
considerably. As there are no experimental data on the elastic scattering of electrons 
by H  atoms a t high energies in the table below we compare our results with some

TABLE
Total cross-sections of e-H elastic oollisicms 

(in units of )

Incident energy B.O, approxi- 
wave numt^ers mation 

^o(inno^») (Wu (1960)1
Close coupling 

approx.
[Burke et aL (1963)1

First Order approx.
[Bell and 

Moisei witsoh (1963)1

Present
Without
distortion

Calculation 
with distortion

1 2.106 4.748 2.710 14.78 12,46
2 .680 .795 .797 .99 .81
3 .200 — .300 .40 .36
4 .167 — .158 .29 .27
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recent theoretical findings of others. At =  2 there is some agreement between 
our result with the distortion of the plane incident wave taken into account and 
that of Burke et al. (1963) or of Bell and Moiseiwitsch (1963). The cross sections 
at other energies deviate substantially from those of Wu (1960) or Bell and Mois
eiwitsch (1963), mainly due to our neglect of core interaction term. The very 
largo cross section at =  1 may be due to the failure of our approximation method 
at this energy. Moreover at such a low energy the polarization potential due to  
the distortion of the atom plays an important role. With Ochkur’s modification 
which retains only the leading term in the expansion of the formula for the ex
change scattering amplitude in powers of and virtually neglects the effect of 
the core potential terms in the formula, Jha et al. (1967) have obtained total cross 
section for c-H elastic collision at ifco == 1 in close agreement with tha t of Burke 
et al. (1963). This suggests further examination of the derivation of the B.O. 
formula.
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